
Minutes of Fall Green Pastures Quarterly Meeting 
 

September 19, 2009 
 

Friends School in Detroit 
 

 
Clerk, Shirley Bechill   [Pine River] 
Assistant Clerk, Dianne Guenin-Lelle [Albion WG] 
Recording Clerk, Stephanie Charlot  [Red Cedar] 
Treasurer, Debs Roush [Ann Arbor] 
 
Present: 

Ann Arbor - 8 
Birmingham - 9 
Detroit - 8 
Grand Rapids - 1 
Kalamazoo -2 
Pine River - 4 
Red Cedar - 3 
Albion worship group -1 

 
Visitors – 7 from FSD 

 
 
Meeting began at 9:30 am with a period of worship, then moved into worship with attention to 
business following a welcome by Clerk Shirley Bechill. 
 
GPQM 9/09-1 
 
Clerk announced our intention to give attention Friends School in Detroit for the morning 
session. 
 
 William Kohler, clerk of the board of Friends School in Detroit thanked the former clerk of the 
board Geoff Brieger for his past service and introduced other members of the board and visitors 
present:   Mary Roberts, Rochelle Lento [and son Louis], Barbara Harris,  Phyllis Lee, and 
Christine Rousch. 
 
GPQM 9/09-2 
 
Bill Kohler presented his annual report to GPQM.  The report was read aloud and is attached to 
these minutes. 
 
A report dated June 28, 2009 was referred to on several occasions by Bill for details.  That report 
is also attached. 
 



GPQM 9/09-3 
 
Clerk, Shirley Bechill asked for approval of the nominations for the Board of Friends School in 
Detroit: 
Terms through  2012; 
 -Current trustees nominated for their third 3 year terms: William Kohler [Birmingham MM],    
  Howard Matthew, and Rochelle Lento 
 
-Current trustee nominated for a second 3 year term:  Helen Fox [Ann Arbor MM] 
 
-Interim appointee nominated for a new 3 year term (her first):  Barbara Harrison  [Birmingham 
MM] 
 
Meeting approved the nominations with much gratitude 
 
  
GPQM 9/09-4 
 
Rochelle Lento, member of FSD board and parent of 3 children who are current or former 
students at FSD spoke of her family's experience with the school, and efforts being made by 
parents to help the school.  A Parent advisory council has been established and is dedicated to 
functioning as ambassadors with the other parents of the school.  Another group of parents has 
been meeting to plan fundraising activities, including a walk-a-thon on Oct. 31. Parents are 
concerned about the long-term viability of the school.  Parents have advocated having a Head of 
School rather than simply a governing committee. 
 
Louis Lento Magidson, son of Rochelle Lento, and 6th grader at Friends School in Detroit spoke 
to us about his experience at the school.  FSD feels like home to him which he expressed with 
some emotion.   The middle schoolers know the state of the school and want to save their school. 
 
  
GPQM 9/09-5 
 
The Clerk expressed appreciation for these heartfelt personal testimonies  then welcomed 
discussion from the  floor .  
 
Hope was expressed that parent groups reflect the diversity of the school.  Rochelle stated that 
the parent advisory council is very racially integrated.  She is not aware of other parent's income 
levels, so the economic make-up of the parent groups are unknown, but all parents involved are 
strongly committed. 
 
There is representation from every grade in the parent groups.  Bill Kohler stated that the school 
probably has fewer lower income families than in the past.  A financially stronger school would 
allow for more assistance to low income families. 
 



A question arose about elimination of TIAA CREF contributions.  Bill Kohler stated that staff 
and faculty will be repaid the funds withheld although not invested.  Going forward, the board 
has decided for the present to eliminate withholding and investing in retirement plans for faculty 
and staff.  This is a regrettable financial necessity. 
 
Questions arose about FSD budget -- confusion about some of the numbers.  Bill explained 
adjustments made to reflect changed circumstances.  Bill and Rochelle fielded other general 
questions about the budget. 
 
As economic issues threaten to erode the short-term diversity of the school, Bill stated that they 
are looking into recruitment among communities who have been historically underrepresented at 
the school. 
 
Bob Glass's efforts to save the school in the past were recalled and Friends encouraged revisiting 
those efforts. 
 
Bill Kohler was asked to touch upon any discussion amongst the FSD board about the possibility 
of laying the school down.  The Board is strongly committed to operating in the 09/10 school 
year because that had been promised.  The Board feels that if they could stay open this year, they 
could also move forward on a long-term plan for the school. 
 
The clerk addressed the history of GPQM's support of FSD.  Historically, we have been asked in 
the past whether our vision for FSD and reason for its being are strong enough to persist in the 
face of financial difficulty.  Every time, new energy and resources have been found.  FSD is 
unique among schools and among Quaker schools.  Others Friends added to the historical picture 
of FSD. 
 
 A suggestion was made for an Ad Hoc Visioning Committee within GPQM to help identify  
a process for discerning  our leading for any future long term purpose and goals for FSD. 
Discussion and suggestions arose regarding networking with alumni and/or alumni parents. 
 
A means for Friends  to propose concrete ideas, offer relevant skill sets, etc. is needed.  FSD 
board is working on such a procedure.  In the mean time, contact Bill Kohler at 
kohler@butzel.com. 
 
Discussion arose about the problem of declining enrollment at the school.  Several reasons for 
declining enrollment include primarily economics and parental concern about school 
management and/or faculty.  New recruiting plans are being developed as a result of 
consultations with other private school educators.    
 
 Interim Executive Director is being sought.  A candidate is being interviewed on September 
21. The identity of the candidate is withheld at this time for confidentiality reasons. 
 
Friends requested that individuals and Monthly Meetings be encouraged to participate in 
assisting FSD in whatever ways they can, as way opens.  FSD was asked to share suggestions 
with GPQM Monthly Meetings soon. 



  
Phyllis Lee, Development Director of FSD spoke about the walk-a-thon on 10/31.  Friends can 
walk, hand out candy, or sponsor a child to walk. To participate in any of these ways, contact 
plee@friendsschool.org.  In addition, information on the walk will be sent to Monthly Meetings. 
 
  
GPQM 9/09-6 
 
The clerk asked for the sense of the Meeting:   GPQM is committed to help Friends School 
in Detroit continue through this year, working toward a long term vision for any possible 
future. 
APPROVED 
 
GPQM 9/09-7 
 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
1.  From Mike Kelly:  Friends are welcome to join with Friends School‘s Celebration of 
International Day of Peace on Monday September 21 in Detroit.  Other groups joining FSD 
students are: Woodward Academy, Detroit Waldorf School, Chrysler School and several nearby 
churches.   
 
2.  Jeff Cooper, LEYM Bulletin Editor, brought packets for GPQM monthly meetings with 
copies of Lake Erie Yearly Meeting fall bulletin.  He asked that someone from each monthly 
meeting please pick up a packet. 
 
 
Morning session ended with worship 
 
LUNCH BREAK 
 
Afternoon session commenced with worship, moving into worship with attention to business. 
 
GPQM 9/09-8 
 
Friends APPROVED minutes from morning session. 
 
Friends APPROVED the clerk and recording clerk crafting a minute of appreciation to FSD:  
GPQM deeply appreciates and respects the educational, spiritual and community work 
done at Friends School in Detroit and their upholding Quaker values.  We hold the board, 
faculty, staff and students in the Light during this difficult time. 
 
GPQM 9/09-9 
 
Penny Ryder presented a report on AFSC activities within the Quarter and nationally. 
10 people in the AFSC Great Lakes Region were laid off, including all support staff for all 
programs.  One of the two Ann Arbor AFSC Office programs, Inclusive Justice, will be cut at the 



end of December when their funding from National AFSC will cease.   Phil Volk and other Ann 
Arbor Friends are attempting to set up a non-profit organization to carry on the work of the 
Inclusive Justice Program.    The second Ann Arbor based program is Criminal Justice which 
Penny Ryder has supervised for many years.  This program will continue but National AFSC 
funding is being cut by 50% as are all other national programs.  This is the only program in the 
nation that has retained two staff; Penny and her assistant Natalie Holbroke.  Penny is retiring in 
March and it is not clear whether she will be replaced at that time.  Ann Arbor Friends are 
working to raise funds for both programs and are concerned to continue the Criminal Justice 
Internships.  Estimated funds needed: $12,000 for Inclusive Justice and $10,000 for Internships.  
There may be another non-profit organization created to help fund the Criminal Justice program 
because due to a new national policy, all donations received by these programs in Ann Arbor 
have to  be sent directly to  the National AFSC office.  Volunteers are needed to take up the 
administrative work for the Criminal Justice Program that was done by Lisa, the former 
administrative assistant.  (Lisa was laid off due to budget cuts, but has found employment 
elsewhere.) 
 
Penny reported that the Inclusive Justice Program is having a “Together in Faith” retreat Oct 15 - 
17 in Clarkson for LGBTQ volunteers and their allies.  The retreat agenda will look at legislative 
issues in Michigan relating to LGBTQ issues and training for lobbying, communication and 
spiritual development.  For information go to: 
http://www.faithactionnetwork.org/TIFBasics.html 
 
Criminal Justice is working on segregation (solitary confinement) issues.  Prisons in the UP are 
implementing a step-down program to get prisoners out of segregation.  Student training in this 
program is underway now.  There are still 2 interns who will leave as of Sept. 30. 
 
Health care and mental health for prisoners are also being worked on.  The Criminal Justice 
program advocated for new contractor for health care management and a new state contractor has 
been hired, so that is a victory.  This program has been operating for several years and now is 
starting to see many fruits.  Hope is that a new Governor's administration will continue on the 
same path. 
 
 GPQM 9/09-10 
 
Penny fielded questions and comments.  Concern was raised that after Penny retires, she may not 
be replaced. Natalie, the remaining staff person, may not be able (or care to) carry on the work of 
the AFSC Criminal Justice program on her own. 
 
GPQM 9/09-11 
 
GPQM minutes our concern for the future staffing of the AFSC Criminal Justice Program.  We 
strongly advocate that AFSC fill Penny Ryder's position after her retirement, while also retaining 
the position now filled by Natalie Holbroke. 
 
Minute was approved. 
 



The clerk  requested Penny  to write a memo to all  the monthly meetings regarding the issues 
she reported on today with suggestions of how and what Friends can do with “in-kind” gifts and 
service such as postage stamps and paper for the letters sent our for prisoners. 
 
GPQM 9/09-12 
 
GPQM minutes our deep appreciation for Penny Ryder's extraordinary dedication and 
service to the AFSC Criminal Justice Program and wishes her a joyful retirement. 
 
Minute was approved. 
 
 GPQM 9/09-13 
 
At mid-winter gathering, Meeting wishes to make a formal expression of appreciation for Penny 
Ryder, possibly with a memento of some kind. Margaret Kanost [Birmingham] will coordinate 
this effort. 
 
GPQM 9/09-14 
 
Treasurer Debs Roush [AA] presented the proposed 09-10 budget, which is attached.   
 
 A request was made to report separately the $343 as designated for the youth fund that is 
presently included in the checking account total.   The treasurer will make the correction. 
 
A question was raised about the $500 line item for adult program.  Discussion ensued about 
whether the amount was warranted or could be better allocated elsewhere.   Friends AGREED 
for the line item to be changed to $300 for this year only, with the remaining $200 to be 
transferred to the FSD line item returning it to $2,500.   The Finance Committee will look into 
historical use of adult program funds for future reference. 
 
Suggestion was made to take some or all of the $8,050 allocated to AFSC and give it to the 
devolved Inclusive Justice Program and the Criminal Justice Program.   Significant discussion 
ensued regarding the amount we might give to the Ann Arbor programs and the considerations 
involved in changing the funding to AFSC.  Friends were uncomfortable making large changes 
to the amount given to AFSC without further consultation with Monthly Meetings. 
A Friend serving on the Michigan Friends Center Program Committee offered to coordinate the 
GPQM Spring program around spiritual discernment related to how GPQM Friends are led to 
disperse the AFSC funds. 
 
GPQM 9/09-15 
 
Meeting approved the budget with the above noted change in the adult program/FSD line 
items, and with the exception of the AFSC line item, which is approved provisionally until the 
next meeting for business. 
 



Meeting minutes that the question of the AFSC line item concerns the recipient.  The *amount* 
of $8,050 is approved for allocation among AFSC, and/or either or both of the Ann Arbor based 
programs. (Inclusive Justice and the Criminal Justice Internship Program.) 
 
Minute was approved. 
 
 
GPQM 9/09-16 
 
Meeting approved a resolution to move the GPQM checking account from Bank of America to 
Comerica with the same signatures.  Comerica is a statewide bank, allowing more people to take 
on treasurer duties in the future and charges NO FEES. 
 
 
GPQM 9/09-17 
 
Nominating committee:  
The clerk reported in the absence of the new Nominating Committee clerk: 
   Margaret Nielsen of Red Cedar Friends is the new clerk of the Nominating Committee. 
   Cassie Cammann is a new member of the nominating committee.  One more  
   member is needed for this committee.  [NOTE: Linda Mills agreed to continue one more year.] 
 
 The names and terms of the complete slate were read by the clerk:  
 

NOMINATING COMMITTEE CHART 
 

 
Position       2007         2008              2009       2010       2011      2012 
Clerk           Laura           Shirley             Shirley            Dianne  (A) 
 (1 yr)          Ford (K)     Bechill (PR)     Bechill (PR)   Guenin-Lelle     ----------         ----------- 
 
Ast. Clerk    Don (PR)         0                   Dianne  (A) 
 (1 yr)           Nagler                                 Guenin-Lelle   -------------       ----------         ------------ 
 
Recording     Tyler(D)     Tyler (D)        Stephanie (RC)  
Clerk 1 yr     Hampton     Hampton        Charlot               -----------        -----------        ------------- 
 
Treasurer     Joe  (K)        Debs (AA)      Debs (AA)       Debs (AA) 
( 3 yr renw)  Mills            Roush             Roush               Roush       ----------          ------------ 
 
Finance        Betty (GR)   Joe (K)          *Joe (K)             Joe (K) 
(3; 3 yr)        Ford             Mills              Mills                 Mills                 ----------           ----------- 
 stagger        Joe (K)        Marg (B)        Marg (B)           
                     Mills           Kanost            Kanost              ---------             -----------           ----------- 
                     (K)               -------             --------              ---------              -----------           ----------- 
Nomin.        Linda (K)     Linda (K       Linda(K) 
3; 3yr           Mills            Mills              Mills 



 staggerdNancy(PR)   Nancy (PR)    Cassie (AA)           --?-------                    ------------               ----------  
                    Nagler          Nagler       Cammann  
                    -----------      ----------- *Marg Nielsen (RC)   Marg Nielsen(RC)  Marg Nielsen (RC)----?-----         
-----?-------        -----?------ 
Trustees       Marg (D)     Marg (D)        Marg (D)    
3; 3 yr          Walden        Walden          Walden                 ------------              ------------ 
renewable 
                    Susan (AA)  Susan (AA)   Susan (AA)          
                    Hartman       Hartman        Hartman                ------------               ------------ 
                    Verne (PR)   Verne (PR)   Verne (PR) 
                    Bechill          Bechill          Bechill                 ------------                 ------------ 
 
Resident      Jeff (AA)      Jeff (AA)      Jeff (AA) 
Agent          Cooper         Cooper           Cooper                -------------                ------------ 
 
Youth               Fall                               Dt/Birm               Kalamaxoo       Red Cedar  
program 
Coordination  Spring       Ann Arbor     GR / Hol             Pine River      
     
* indicates clerk of the committee 
     MONTHLY MEETINGS: Ann Arbor (AA); Albion (A); Birmingham (B); Detroit (D);  
     Grand Rapids (GR); Holland (Hol); Kalamazoo (K); Pine River (PR); Red Cedar (RC) 
 
Meeting approved the slate as presented with thanks. 
 
The clerk passed out booklets for every committee member and office with all the job 
descriptions and responsibilities for each position. 
 
Meeting expressed appreciation to those Friends from Detroit and Birmingham meetings who 
facilitated the Children’s Program with the three young Friends who attended. 
 
Meeting closed with worshipful silence and adjourned at 4:30 pm. 
 
 
Respectfully,   Shirley Bechill, Clerk                    Stephanie Charlot, Recording Clerk 
  
 
NOTE:  GPQM MID WINTER GATHERING needs a meeting to host.   PLEASE contact the 
clerk if your meeting is open to inviting Friends on a Saturday of their choosing, usually in late 
January or early February. 
 



  GPQM Revised Budget 09-10 
7-1-2009 through 6-30-2010 

 
        Proposed 
    08-09  08-09  09-10 
    Actual  Budget  Budget  Difference 
Revenue 
  Assessments   13,057.00 13,125.00      13,125.00      0.00 
  Interest          53.84      175.00             25.00             -150.00 
TOTAL Revenue              13,110.84          13,300.00      13,150.00             -150.00 
 
 
Disbursements                    Revised 
 
Administration    76.00  80.00    80.00              0.00 
 
Adult Program               150.00             500.00                500.00  0.00      [-200] 
 
AFSC             8,050.00          8,050.00           8,050.00               0.00       [?] 
 
FCNL    350.00             350.00              350.00  0.00 
 
Friends Lake Community 870.00  870.00  870.00  0.00 
 
Friends School in Detroit 
 
  McCree Program Ad   250.00  250.00             250.00  0.00 
 
  Friends School in Detroit        2,250.00            2,250.00           2,050.00         -200.00   [+200] 
 
Institute for Global Education  200.00              200.00  200.00  0.00 
 
Michigan Friends Center  550.00  550.00               600.00           +50.00 
 
Youth Program       0.00  200.00  200.00  0.00 
 
TOTAL Disbursements         12,746.00        13,300.00         13,150.00         -150.00 
 
Net              364.84     0.00                0.00       -100.00 
 
Distributions from Reserves 
 
3-14-2009  Friends School in Detroit Loan  $2,500.00 
5-29-2009 Friends School in Detroit Gift $5,000.00 
6-10-2009 Quaker Earth Care Witness Gift $     50.00          
 
 
 
 
 



 
GPQM Account Balances As of 6/30/2009 

 
      6/30/2008   6/30/2009 
  Account   Balance   Balance 
 
Bank Accounts 
 CD Suffering    $7,157.00   $0.00 
 CD Youth         343.00     0.00* 
 GPQM Checking     1,989.27         1,975.61 
Total Bank Accounts    $9,489.27       $1,975.61 
 
*Note: Youth Fund of $343 is now included in the GPQM Checking Acct. 
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